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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a genetically tuned PID controllers for power system models with uncertain
parameters to replace the conventional power system stabilizer. This may overcome the problems
arising due to the fact that PSS is only effective for a linear power system model with certain
parameters and disturbances with relatively limited small range around the nominal operating
condition. The first step in the design procedure is to find out appropriate PID parameters which
are essential to assess and initiate the genetic search within a confident evolution environment.
The industrially recognized Ziegler-Nicholes methodology will be employed for this purpose.
Secondly, different search criteria such as Integral of Time multiplied by Absolute Error (ITAE),
Integral of Absolute Magnitude of the Error (IAE), Integral of the Square of the Error (ISE), and
Mean of the Square of the Error (MSE) are implemented to ensure the robustness of the proposed
controller. Several experiments will be undertaken to evaluate which of these four performance
criteria produce the best results when used in conjunction with a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The
Results of implementing the proposed GA-tuned PID controller show that the most satisfactory
response, will be obtained if a GA with MSE or ISE criterion is selected to tune the PID controller.
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1. INTRODUCTION mechanical oscillations. These oscillations arise
Power system stabilizers are widely used [1-8) to basically due to the machine pair of complex poles
improve the system steady state stability, i.e. the with positive or very small negative real parts in a
performance of synchronous generator under linearized model. There are several kinds of PSS, and
disturbance conditions. PSS is considered as a some, while properly achieve damping of the system
feedbaclc controller connected to a power generating swings, may introduce negative damping at outlying
unit. The purpose of stabilizing signal from PSS is to frequencies. This may result in serious situations
hinder poor-damped machine speed electro- when interacting with generator shaft torsional
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oscillations and with other systems [8]. The most
widely employed stabilizer is in the form of lead-lag
compensator in which the gain settings and time
constants are fixed at certain values determined under
particular operating condition [1,91. However, it is
easy to prove the incompetence of such P55 structure
if the power system is exposed to high disturbances
or if one takes the uncertainty of power system
parameters in concern [9,18].

In fact there is a permanent drifting of the operating
conditions of a power system due to the continuous
load changes or unpredictable major disturbances.
Accordingly, several control schemes has been
proposed to adapt the stabilizer parameters in order
to maintain good dynamic performance over a wide
range of operating Conditions [10,11,12,14,18] Tn
[11] a self tuning P1 is added to the excitation system
forming a P55 to enhance the damping of the low
frequency electromechanical oscillation
characterizing generator rotor dynamic behavior. It is
clear from the results of the proposed system that
there is insufficient damping, while original P55
without such tuned controller gives better response.
This is due to the fact that the proposed tuned system
is reduced to just a second-order equation while the
traditional P55 is of higher order. In [11] the authors
have proposed an optimal design of power system
dynamic stabilizer by grey prediction PID control.
However, the grey prediction is implemented to find
out which control signal suits a specific generator in
a multi-machine system; in addition the algorithm
also searches the optimal parameters of the PD
controller. Although results of this algorithm seems
to be fast and sufficient, the used grey algorithm
gathers Integral of Absolute Magnitude of the Error
(IAE), Overshoot (OS), and Steady State Error (SSE)
to form the genetic fitness function from three
functions; gl, g2, and g3 corresponding to IAE, OS,
and SSE respectively. This may add more complexity
to the algorithm, specially, for the procedure of on
line implementation.
Nowadays, with the development in digital
technology, it has become possible to develop and
implement new controllers based on modem and
more sophisticated synthesis techniques. Indeed,
controllers based on robust optimal control, adaptive
control, artificial intelligence (Fuzzy logic, neural
networks, and genetic algorithms) are being
developed [10-16]. To achieve an efficient fuzzy
logic controller, several steps such as the selection of
control variables, the membership function
defmition, the rule creation, the fuzzy inference and
the defuzzification strategy should be carefully
considered [9,13]. Genetic Algorithms (GA) have
been shown to be capable of locating high
performance controllers in complex domains without
experiencing the difficulties associated with high

dimensionality or false optima as may occur with
other optimization techniques [11,12]. Moreover,
Genetic Algorithms (GA) as a stochastic global
search method can imitates the process of natural
evolution. Consequently, this paper presents genetic
algorithms to, perform online tuning of a PU)
controller that would be evaluated for the system
every time. In order to guarantee the best results as
well as to ensure the robustness of the proposed
controller, different search criteria are implemented.

2. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
2.1. The Power System Model
Fig. 1 shows a schematic and block diagram of the
system under study. This figure shows a power
system which is composed of a single machine
connected to an infinite bus via a transmission line.

Inflike
Generator Transm~sion System

Turbiic System

Fig. 1. The Power System Model

Fig. 2 shows the well known de’Mello and Concordia
[1,6,17] linearized model of a single machine system.
The details of this model can be founded by reference
to their paper [1] and Appendix 2.

Fig. 2. Linearized Model of the Power System
(Phillips —Heffron)

GA4nued riu Controller
,Thbm&p4&4uol*e (~,n~.i~ithicd Ptt~s

I’IPLS)
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2.2. Conventional P55
The most widely used P55 is in the form of lead-lag
compensator in which the gain settings and time
constants are fixed at certain values determined under
particular operating condition. Simulation results of
such PSS have proven to be very acceptable if the
operating conditions and the system data remain
unchanged. Unfortunately, it is a well known feature
of power systems that the operating conditions are
always varying. Also the parameters of the power
system are very sensible to any change in the system
components. Fig. 3 shows the system response if a
light change in these parameters is assumed (Only
5% change in s3 coefficient in the overall Transfer
Function given in Appendix 5). It is clear that the
P55 alone can’t hinder these changes. In this figure
only one parameter is assumed to change.

1 ~fraedD~y~,lwflAo

3. THE PROPOSED GENETICALLY TUNED
PlO CONTROLLER

3.1. Genetic Algorithm Tuning Procedure
The aim of this paper is to find well tuned PID
parameters that achieve power system stability for
any disturbance irrespective of the parameters
changes or uncertainty. To solve this problem, one
looks for some solution, which will be the best
among others. The space of all feasible solutions (it
means objects among those the desired solution is,
e.g. ND controller parameters in our case) is called
search space. Each point in the search space
represents one feasible solution. Each feasible
solution can be “marked” by its value or fitness for
the problem. The goal solution is, actually, one point
(or more) among feasible solutions .. that is one point
in the search space. The looking for a solution is then
equal to a looking for some extreme (minimum or
maximum) in the search space. The search space can
be whole known by the time of solving a problem,
but, usually, only a few points from it are known
while other points should be generated as the process

of finding solution continues. Genetic Algorithm as a
stochastic search heuristic, inspired by biological
evolution, has proved to be very efficient to find out
such goal solution. The sequence of the necessary
steps required to find out a solution by GA can be
summarized as shown in Fig.4. The basic GA
algorithm involves the generation of a population of
possible solutions, evaluation of the solutions
according to a fitness fUnction, selection of a set of fit
“parent” solutions, and finally reproduction of those
parents to generate a new population of possible
solution.
The important processes which are simulated during
a GA include:

(1) Representation and Fitness
(2) Generation of an initial population
(3) Selection of solutions
(4) Reproduction

Note that the terminology of GA remains firmly
originated to biology, mid so it is common to discuss
“parent”, “child”, “offspring”, “chromosomes”, and
so on. The above processes are explained in brief in
Appendix 8.

3.2. Performing the Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm is accomplished via
implementing the Matlab GA Toolbox using the
following command:

tr.j~ thQ qe~tw ~iqr~tiL~iZ
tx,endPap,bPop~ cra,eInto] .ga(bcu,1d,,evalFN,eYa1~pa,fltOttPOp,OPtS,...
t~n,FU, ter,i~p,, ,ei~ctTN, ,~LectOp,, ~QverFN~,xOvetops,mtitFH~,mUtOpS)

Once the above Matlab command “ga” is entered, the
genetic algorithm will iterate until it fUlfils the
criteria described by its termination fUnction,
accordingly, returns four variables as shown in
Appendix 4:

(1) The best population found during the GA-*x.
(2) The final population -3endPop.
(3) The best sølution tracked over generations

? bPop.
(4) The best value and average value for each

generation
-~traceInfo.

The best population can be plotted to give an insight
into how the genetic algorithm converged to its final
values as illustrated in Fig.5. This figure is obtained
assuming an arbitrary transfer fUnction (not
necessary that of our power system) just to show the
ND variation with population. Actually for our
system and for the proposed “MSE as well as JSE”
criterion one gets similar good results which are
shown in details in the next section. Fig. 6 shows the
corresponding step response. This figure also shows
the superiority of the PD controller tuned with GA
over the response if only Ziegler-Nicholes is
implemented for the PID controller design.

t5 1 I~ 2 2.5 3 35 4 fl 5
Tin ,n c,’

Fig. 3. The system closed loop step response ( P55
with light change in system parameters)
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Fig. 4. Block-Diagram of the GA Processes
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Fig. 5. Convergence of the best population to the
fmal values of PID for a test system
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Fig. 6. Step response for the controlled power
system comparing the response of GA tuned PID and

ND controller just designed with Ziegler-Nichols

3.3. Simulation and Assessment of the Four
Search Criterion

In order to evaluate which of the previously
mentioned four performance criterion produce the
best results when used in conjunction with a genetic
algorithm, an objective fUnction was created for each
individual performance criterion as given in
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Appendix 3 with the algorithms given in Appendix 7.
The same Genetic Algorithm was used for each
objective fUnction. In the Matlab rn-Code, the genetic
algorithm was initialized with a population of
“thirty” and was iterated for 200 generations. The
total number of mutations was set to “three” and each
of the bounds was set to lie between +10 and +110 as
seen in Appendix 6. All of the genetic algorithms had
the exact same initial conditions. The Matlab
command “rand(’state’,O);” was used. This command
guarantees that each population is initialized to the
same set of values. Fig. 9 compares the step response
of the Ziegler-Nicholes designed PID controller
Appendix 5 versus a Genetic Algorithm tuned PID
controller using each of the objective fUnctions.
Table 1 describes the steady state characteristics of
each of the controlled systems. For the above
mentioned conditions, it can be seen that the ISE and
MSE objective functions perform almost identically,
having a smaller rise time, smaller overshoot and
shorter settling time than the other controllers. Each
of the genetic algorithm-tuned ND controllers
outperforms the Ziegler-Nichols tuned controller in
terms of rise time and overshoot but only the ITAE
and IAE objective functions outperform it in terms of
settling time. Accordingly, the results recommend
that either the MSE or ISE objective function should
be chosen as the primary performance criterion due
to its smaller rise time, shorter settling time, and
smaller overshoot than any other method. Also, these
two methods are advantageous in conjunction with a
slightly faster compile time due to there being just
one multiplication to be carried after the error has
been calculated. This, partially, ensures the fact that
MSE has been considered as an efficient measure of
control and quality for many years. This leads to the
conclusion that either MSE or ISE are ideal search
criteria for tuning PID controller of the power system
under study.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a genetically tuned PID
controller for actual models of power systems having
uncertain parameters to replace the conventional
power system stabilizer which is efficient only for
certain parameters and linear models. Four different
search criteria are implemented to ensure the
robustness of the proposed controller under
parameter uncertainties. These include, Integral of
Time multiplied by Absolute Error (ITAE), Jntegral
of Absolute Magnitude of the Error (IAE), Integral of
the Square of the Error (ISE), and Mean of the
Square of the Error (MSE). In order to evaluate
which of these performance criteria produce the best
results when used in conjunction with a genetic
algorithm, an objective function was created for each
individual performance. Simulation results showed

that either the MSE or ISE objective function should
be chosen as the primary performance criterion.
Transient response associated with these two
objective functions are characterized with small rise
time, short settling time, and small overshoot.
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7. APPENDICES
7.1. Appendix 1. Nomenclature & System Data
M Machine inertia coefficient 10s.
D Mach me damping coefficient =0
~ System base anglefrequency = 377.
TM Machine mechanical torque -

T~ Machine electrical torque
w Machine speed
S Angle between machine quadrature axte and

infinite bus
T’ DIRECT axis transient open circuit constant
,th 6.Os.
Ej,/ Generatorfield voltage
e, Terminal reference voltage
Ref

E’,, q-axis component of voltage behind transient
reactance

K~ Exciter ampflficr gain 25.0
Ta Exciter ampl(fier time constant 0.05 s.
Xd d-axis reactance 1.6p.u.
Xq q-axis reactance 1.55p.u.
X’d d-axis transient reactance e0. .12 p. u.
P Machine active power loading ‘~J. p. u.
Q Machine reactive power loading =0.2 pu.
Xe transmission line reactance 0.4p.u.
4 Prefix, stands for small change.

7.2. Appendix 2. K-Constants Calculations
The fourth order model of synchronous machine is
described by these equations:

d2zXS
— zXP = M

K3 ~ K3K4

_____ — M

“ 1i-s7~0K, 1+sT0K3

A1’

For a steady-state operating point .P0, Qo and V,o, one
can calculate the initial conditions and K-Constants
as follows:

e P55 output voltage signal
P55

tqO
~(F~~xq)2 +(J’~ +Q,,x,)2

= tqoXq

vq0~

tdO =Qo+x~i,
vq0

Eqo = vqo + ldoXq

.E~ =4(vdo +Xelqo)2 +(v,10 —x~i,19)2

= _, (v,,0 +.x,i~d)
U tan

(v,,0 x,i~0)

K, = x0 — x~ ~qoE0 sinS. + E,,0E0 cos S~
x, +x,, x, +xq

K2= E0sinb,
xe+xd

1(3= xd+x.
+

xi, —X,,
sin

+

K5~ xq -~‘E xd’ -~E sinö0cosö0 00
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x v 7.5. Appendix 5. rn-Code for Ziepler-Nicholes ND
K6 = ‘ —~-~ calculations

Xc+Xd J’o -Th
2 A 0L:,ç3ta4. LII IiIIrJ.LIJfl I2l& F
3 II Ce.ic~,1.,.r.ao,.:., nil hoLd) IIthI1I~r.~eL-~L..t~lII...
4 LSLI.LLLL by A. 5, b4oL-’Hz,atd.

7.3. Appendix 3. Performance Criteria ~stoot~e~’ ap.i ~ooo.

In this paper four different objective functions are ~ a. ~ 17~1.779J

defmed. They are written in the rn-code based on .,~ ~y,ri.-tt(nuni,d~nL)

error performance criterion. All these objective ~ ~1ocuo(nui,den1):og~ia42 ‘s Crojoovo. fl105t11n12 i.y jL..Llz: I.’.. ,oI.3

function are fUndamentally the same except for the tk.p0103) - ~Iocflind(nw1.denJ.,J.ti

section of code that defmes the specific error 15 Tc-2”3.14/wo . -

perfoimance criterion being implemented A — xc! V~ 41’

summary of these criteria can be given as: is gz:,r<..n.-a :~u ao, .,ioin1rt ii ~tn ~av,~u ~
20 TflTcIZ

n 21 tO—To/B
cm 0 r 2 22 xp-0.6~Kc
‘. j I = — 4jeQ)) 22 Ki-Kp/TIIVISE ii . —, 24 ICd1~TD

4— 25 1he:.~’: :htIl’,.Utl ,JI1lt~ to LLa[fL tIlE,’ blot
20 .~ osen to,:, :.r,c.n,nclu foLob li-3d :.I2t17’ 27 odlod open Loop

(2) , 2, ~ 20 [A,D,U,DJ —

ISEj5 ‘.1 23
0 20 x~t(dni0

(3) ‘IAE = t)1d4 . :.: . . . j
(4) ‘ITAE = I tje(t)~dt ~-. :-~ ,

7.4. Appendix 4. Results of the necessary steps f {
required to find out a solution by GA . .~ ~ ;., ~ : E if~4;~’ -í

The basic GA algorithm involves the generation of a - ‘. “ ;. - ‘.~‘ 4:

population of possible solutions, evaluation of the [0 ,~. :. •.

solutions according to a fitness function, selection of ‘- . -: .-‘ .

a set of fit “parent” solutions, and finally - -‘n’ ,,~‘ ,,~ “‘-f
reproduction of those parents to generate a new ~012 0.0 ~ o~o~o
population of possible solution. Matlab results ‘

corresponding to these steps are:
Fig.7: Root locus plot of power system model [17]:

—11.121

65 .0546 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993 s + 20.463s’ + 8O.95s~ + 841.166s + 1771.779
efldPOp

endPop —

65.0547 15.2257 169.7120 0.9993
65.0547 15.2257 169.7120 0.9993 .

65.B5’S 15.2257 109.3120 0.9993 7.6. Appendix 6. rn-Code for GA initialization
65.05’.? 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993
65.0547 05.2257 169.7120 0.9993 p ~__..____-___-__~__ _____

~ ~“~~~70.0h 841.160 1731.770]
65.05’.6 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993 sy,CL’tt)nuLbl,dOflhl

65.0546 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993
05.0546 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993 nii.~rgiiW~t ó~la,:Z~i~&Th1ilo. —

65.0546 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993 p,p..latio.Bl:eaO:
65.0546 15.2257 109,7120 0.9993 •..ei.h1a,undo~(1o 110410 110:10 110]:

65.0546 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993 .yalflbflh .1040111 1147 IOIIZ:0W:
60,8546 15.2257 109.7128 0.9993 .Cb.blbblb 11111 .0

65.0546 15.2257 109.7126 0.9993 evlops’hi;

~ ~ ~
65 0546 152257 109 7120 09993 0th 0 It I:: I
65.8546 15.2257 109.7120 0.9993 boij.,dr[10 110:10 1l0~10 LID]:
65.05116 15.2257 109,7120 0.9993 cysiFil. 10 :bfllfl 11111 .1 ‘141 1.., I.,

,v,10p..[i:
000p . ,cartP,~iotitP3p:

1.6006 63.3799 11.2627 100,0196 0.9992 opt.’(0e’6 10]:
19.0000 61.2791 17.4797 109.5244 0.9993 Lt..Ffl.11a,G1,,T0~bb:

58.0000 66.7072 15-3348 109,7071 8.9993 t~’04,200
100.0000 65.8546 15.2257 109.7120 0,9993 0,100tn0~1ottoW1,G;
traceinf 0

tracelnOc o~.,o ~

1.0060 0.9993 0.9991 0.0001
2.0000 0.9993 0.9992 0.0001 .otLOpl’[O 300 ~1:
3.0000 0.9993 0.9992 0.0001
“.0000 0.9993 0.9992 6.0000 _________________________________________________________

5.0000 0.9993 0.9992 0.0000
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7.8. Appendix 8. Byief Explanation ~~jjje
j~pprtant GA Processes

It is clear from Fig.4 that during GA some important
simulations should be executed. These can be
summarized as:

[I] Representation and Fitness:
The first step in creating a GA is to select a
solution representation and a fitness function. The
solution representation is, usually, a fixed-length
string of units (bits, real numbers, letters, etc.),
and this is still the standard representation until
now. Each string must represent a possible
solution in some non-arbitrarY way. The fitness
function is the essence of the problem: it provides
the means by which the quality of a solution may
be assessed, and the probability that a solution
will reproduce.. If we are using a GA to fmd the
tuned PIP parameters, a solution which finds Kp,
Xi, and Kd within industrial limits ought to be
fitter than a solution which finds negative or too
large PIP parameters.

[2] Generation of an initial population:
The initial population is typically generated at
random; such that each string represents a
potential solution (often impossible solutions are
excluded). ~lternatively’ the population may be
seeded in areas where it is likely to find a
solution, potentially shortening the time required
to solve the problem

[3] Selection of solutions;
A fitness-based selection method is used to
choose those solutions which will produce the
next generation. The selection method is biased
towards individuals of higher fitness, in order that
better genetic material can persist in the
population, and be improved upon through
reproduction. There is several different selection
schemes used in GAs. One common method,
fitness proportionate selection, selects parents
with a probability which is directly proportional
to their fitness. This requires evaluating the
fitness of every solution in the population. A
second method which may require fewer fitness
evaluations is towizameflt selection. In this
method, solutions are randomly selected to
participate in a “tournament” the solution with
the highest fitness is selected, and the process
repeats until enough parents are chosen. Most
selection methods are stochastic, and so may
allow a small number of less-fit solutions to
reproduce.

[4] Reproduction:
Reproduction, generally, consists of two parts,
crossover and mutation:

I, ~sove1~:
Crossover is the basic method of recombining
genetic material from two parents. Crossover
commonly involves randomly selecting some
number of crossover points, and exchanging
those alleles which lie between the points. For
example’ if the two parents below (binary
coded population) undergo two-point
crossover at the positions indicated with “

they may produce either of the two “children”
shown in FigS:

Parent 1:

Parent 2:~ii~~~iig

Child 1: ~

Child2:

Fig.S: Crossover and Mutation processes over a
bit coded representation.
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II. II. Mutation:
Mutation is the disruption (interference) of
genetic material after crossover. By
introducing random variations into the child
population, we can ensure that the diversity of
the population remains large. Mutation
generally depends on a mutation rate, which is

the probability that any one allele will mutate
to a new value. A typical mutation on one
allele may involve ffflipplng” one bitfrom U to
1 or visa versa in a binary string, or adding a
random value to an allele in a string of real
numbers.

Table I Controller parameters and Performance of GA search criteria compared to ZN

MSE ISE ME ITAE ZN
P 107.8095 108.6495 68,8188 10.0086 101,4504
1 109.9956 109.9972 109,9992 50.3717 32.3090
D 84.9798 61.6678 109.9827 109.9676 79.6385
% Overshoot 4.4054 4.6504 3 1.0345 31.1237 4.6342
Tr(’Rise time) 0.3924 0.2226 0.5007 0.4385 0.1082
Ts(settling time) 4.4087 4.2056 9.4305 4.6243 5.6504
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Fig. 9 GA tuned PID Controller (red) compared with Ziegler-Nichols designed PID controller (green-dashed)
using (I) MSE, (ii) ISE, (iii) IAE and (iv) ITAE as performance criterion
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